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A PROJECT STUDY REPORT ON BSNL, â€œFinancial Overvie As the part of my MBA curriculum I was required to
undergo summer training in.

I would like to give my heartful thanks to my Parents who always gave me Moral Support. It will come up
with better offers in next financial year. In the present competitive era, this is proving to be highly ineffective.
BSNL has been providing connections in both urban and rural areas. In order to woo back its fixed-line
customers BSNL has brought down long distance calling rate under One India plan, however, the success of
the scheme is not known and BSNL faces bleak fiscal as users flee. Thus, there was net difference of Rs  PTI
Mar 09, ,  A financial analysis looks at many aspects of a business from its profitability and stability to its
solvency and liquidity. It has  Based on my analysis, I would like to highlight the following significant matters
under Section 4 of the Companies Act, which have come to my attention and which in my view are necessary
for enabling a better understanding of the financial statements and the related Audit Report. So those research
results are capable for being well evaluated by others. However, in recent years the company's revenues and
market share have plummeted into heavy losses due to intense competition in the Indian telecommunications
sector. It is, however, with the rapid rise of new entrants into the market place and increased competition that
companies in other sectors have recognized the business potential within a captured base. Faced with stiff
competition from the private telecom service providers, BSNL has subsequently tried to increase efficiencies
itself. This office provides a support to other departments or employees of BSNL. Basically BSNL city center
works in departmental approaches or functions. The competencies required to deliver these customer benefit
are: to deliver on its service promise, integrate products and service channels effectively, customize products,
service and their respective prices, create opportunities for cross selling and delivery mechanisms for the
onward promotion of these products and services and reduce the gestation period to market by allowing quick
and effective introduction of new products and services. Likewise, operating expenses usually consists 18
primarily of the cost of goods sold, but can also include some unusual items. Characteristics and examples of
performance indicators that guide supervisory judgment in determining an appropriate rating in the context of
the nature, scope, complexity, and risk profile of the institution are set out below. The corporation then Dot ,
however, failed to achieve this and India languished among the most poorly connected countries in the world.
It is performed by professionals who prepare reports using ratios that make use of information taken from
financial statements and other reports.


